
8 PILLARS -  WELLNESS WHEEL

How well can your “Wellness Wheel” spin in your current state of life? At VFit, it is a core value that to live a life of quality, you need a
well balanced “Wellness Wheel” that can rotate evenly and propel you forward.

Our VFit “Wellness Wheel” addresses 8 specific areas of health and well being that we believe are imperative  to have in balance. The
good news is that many can be filled at the same time, through small daily habits and awareness of your actions.

If you're feeling off balance in life, overwhelmed, anxious,  in a funk, or like you are literally spinning in place, more than likely one or
more of the “Pillars” are running on empty -  or maybe even empty.

We’ve designed this powerful, yet simple exercise below. It’s meant to examine where you are at RIGHT NOW in your life when it
comes to each Pillar.  This is a great place to come back to on a weekly or monthly basis.  Just as the seasons of life change, so will
the balance of your Wellness Wheel.

To complete this exercise:

//Take an honest look into your own personal life in this current season (no harsh judgment, this is information you are gathering to
improve the quality of your life!), and rate each Pillar of Health from a 1 to a 5.

//Next, color in the rings to get a perfect visual of where your Wellness Wheel may need a little more air and energy given to it.

“5” or the outermost circle means you are at your best of where you could possibly be with this pillar and have it dialed in, with little to
no room to grow/improve. This very well may be the case in some Pillars, so don’t feel bad ranking anything at a 5.

Having a 5 in one area will create more space for another Pillar you may need to tune deeper into once you reflect on your full Wellness
Wheel.

The center is zero.  Zero means you currently have no focus in your life in this pillar.  Be honest with yourself here.  Weekly Wellness
Wheel check ins will ensure you never fall too far off or feel like you have to start all over again..

Current Wellness Wheel  Pillar Score:
Exercise ____
Outdoors ____
Water ____
Me Time ____
Food ____
Sleep ____
Gratitude ____
Connection ____


